ONE AND

ONLY
THE

Versatile, modular, and available in
an endless number of configurations,
the Quickie® 2 has been the industry’s
favorite ultra lightweight manual wheelchair
for over three decades

WITH NEW OPTIONS

FOR BOTH FUN

AND FUNCTION

THE QUICKIE 2

EMPOWERS YOU

WITH MORE
WAYS THAN

EVER TO
CONQUER
YOUR DAY

MODULAR FRAME

DESIGN

The versatility of the Quickie 2 is in its modular frame that
adapts with you as your function, body, and environment
change. Independent, interchangeable frame components
accommodate changing conditions without having to
replace the entire wheelchair. You're always getting the
best from your Quickie 2.

OPTIONS
ENDLESS

With more options for rear wheels, casters, armrests,
hangers, and footrests, and more opportunities to
customize frame angles and measurements, the Quickie 2
is built to be an extension of you. Choose the hemi frame,
depth-adjustable back, or angle-adjustable back for a
more precise fit, or the Quickie Xtender™ Power Assist
wheels for extra propulsion force.

NEW 5 Spoke Mag Wheels
This zero maintenance rear
wheel option is a pound
lighter per pair, features a
closed spoke design to
prevent debris build-up, and
is available at no charge.

Tension Adjustable
Back Upholstery
Choose from three tension
adjustable upholstery options:
3DX, Ballistic, or the
JAY® GO Back (pictured).

NEW Swing-In/
Swing-Out Hangers
The new hanger design
features an intuitive
bi-directional release lever and
tapered locking mechanism to
prevent loosening over time.

NEW Elevating/
Articulating Legrest
The improved height adjustable
ELR/ALR allows for better
alignment with the knee joint
for a natural motion. Audible
clicks index its position as it
is elevated.

Q-FIT™

TECHNOLOGY
The Quickie 2 uses Q-Fit Technology to create a tight fit
between components for a snug, out-of-the-box feel over
the lifetime of the wheelchair. Living springs in the side
guards and padded swing-away arms eliminate wiggle and
rattling, while reversible seat saddles lock the seat rails in
place for a smooth, rigid ride.

QUICKIE 2 LITE
OPTION

Love the Quickie 2, but looking for something with an
edge? The Quickie 2's minimalist counterpart, the Quickie
2 Lite, features an extremely lightweight, modular frame
with a rounded rear for unique style and either fixed or
swing-away front hangers.
* Conforms with ANSI/RESNA WC-19 standards. Please refer to Quickie® & Zippie® WC-19
Transit Securement Supplement (MK-100072) for additional information. Supplement is
available for download at www.sunrisemedical.com
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QUICKIE 2 SPECS
HCPCS Code: K0005
Overall Weight
29 lbs
Transport Weight
17.6 lbs
Weight Capacity
Standard: 265 lbs
Heavy Duty: 350 lbs
Seat Width
12" to 22"
Seat Depth
12" to 20"
Back Angle Adjustment
Fore (-) 3° to Aft (+) 15°
Front Seat Height
13.5" to 22"
Rear Seat Height
13" to 22"
Hanger Angle
60°, 70°, 80°, 90°
Transit Approved: Yes*
Warranty
Limited/Lifetime

